
DENTURIST CONVENTION 2018

REGISTRATION + INFORMATION PACKAGE

September 20-22, 2018
River Rock Casino Resort , Richmond, BC

8811 River Road,
Richmond, B.C. Canada

1 King or 2 Queen Standard 
Hotel room - $159.00
1 Bedroom Suite - 192.00

Free self-park for hotel guests. 
Valet parking $16 per day.

RESERVE EARLY FOR THESE SPECIAL DENTURIST CONVENTION RATES

Toll  Free:  1-866-748-3718



Once again the DABC is excited to host the 2018 convention at the River Rock Casino 
Resort in Richmond, and we are looking forward to seeing you!  This will be our final year 
here and we have thoroughly enjoyed the convenience and hospitality of the resort.

This year’s convention holds three days of continuing education.  We listened to your 
feedback from last year, and are happy to announce that we have a vast array of timely 
topics from digital dentures to oral pathology.  

We have scaled back the convention activities slightly this year. Thursday evening still 
brings us the 80’s-themed hospitality night hosted by Henry Schein.  Instead of hosting 
a formal gala on Friday evening, we are having an outdoor mixer.  I hope you all join us 
outside on Friday at 4 pm for complimentary drinks and appetizers. 

Our AGM will be held on Friday and I encourage all to attend.  There are many important 
items on the agenda that need your attention and vote.  For example, we will be 
discussing  changes to our tax laws, advertising campaign, and voting on bylaw changes. 
Lunch will be provided on site as well as a chance to win the cost of your DABC convention 
package, a DACnet 1-year subscription and Perfecting Your Practice Package, Nov 1/2, 
2018 in Mississauga.  The executive committee will be in attendance to address any of 
your concerns.  

We look forward to seeing you in September!

Gary Sallaway, DD
President

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

OUR SPONSORS A special thank you to our sponsors! Without their support 
we would not be able to host such a great event!



CONTINUING 
EDUCATIONTHURSDAY    SEPTEMBER 20, 2018

W.H.M.I.S.
Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System 2015
8:30am-12:00pm with Pat Evangalisto

It is mandatory that all workers be trained in WHMIS. WHMIS is changing across the country and British Columbia is part of 
that change.  The Federal Government has adopted the Global Harmonized System (GHS) resulting in WHMIS being called 
WHMIS 2015 versus WHMIS 1988. There is a phase-in period that started in 2015 when suppliers were required to start 
changing their labelling systems and Safety Date Sheets (SDS) to reflect the new system. Employers will be required to fully 
comply with the new system by Dec. 1, 2018.

Participants will gain knowledge in the following areas:

Introduction to the Occupational Health and Safety Act.

Rights and Responsibilities as a business owner/employer 

Penalties for non-compliance

What is the purpose of WHMIS

Identification and exclusion of products covered by 
WHMIS

Changes in the WHMIS legislation - GHS

Different classes of hazardous materials and how to 
identify them

Purpose of Labelling – supplier & workplace

Material Safety Data Sheets
- How to read them
- Identifying the relevant information
- Using the MSDS to protect the worker
- What to do in the event of an emergency
- First Aid considerations

It is mandatory that all workers be trained in WHMIS. WHMIS is changing across the country and British Columbia is part of that change.  
The Federal Government has adopted the Global Harmonized System (GHS) resulting in WHMIS being called WHMIS 2015 versus WHMIS 
1988. There is a phase-in period that started in 2015 when suppliers were required to start changing their labelling systems and Safety Date 
Sheets (SDS) to reflect the new system. Employers will be required to fully comply with the new system by Dec. 1, 2018.  

This course has been customized for people who provide denture/dental services, highlighting products they use on a regular basis. We will 
discuss the health and safety hazards of these products along with ways the manufacturers recommend that workers be protected.  Testing 
is mandatory under law and a test will be conducted at the end of the program, which complies with the legislation.  Each participant will 
receive course material and a certificate of participation recognizing that they are trained as per the Occupational Health and Safety Act. 

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 20, 7:00PM-12:00AM

JOIN US FOR



THURSDAY    SEPTEMBER 20
CONTINUING 

EDUCATION

CPR/AEC Level C Certification and Recertification
9:00 am – 12:00 pm or 2:30 pm 
 
This course provides the skills needed to recognize and respond to cardiovascular emergencies and choking for adults, children, 
and babies. It also includes how to perform rescue breathing.  It includes using an automated external defibrillator (AED), also 
known as the ‘shock machine’.  Upon completing the course successfully, participants will receive:  3 Year Certification in CPR / 
AED C and the latest Canadian Red Cross or Lifesaving Society CPR / AED Manual.

Denstply Sirona- Prosthetically Driven Treatment: How to work in a positive 
multidisciplinary environment to obtain excellence in patient care.
9:30-11:30am with Dr. Cheryl Cable, BSc DDS MBA FRCD(C)

Working in a multidisciplinary team with other healthcare providers is key to obtaining success in patient centred care. Acknowledge 
and respecting the roles and abilities of each provider group as well as careful treatment sequencing facilitates success. 
How can we communicate, facilitate and execute as a well oiled machine to ensure patient, clinician and community success. 
This talk outlines basic treatment and communication sequencing between different oral health care providers, government 
agencies and patients. Oral health care is health care. United we stand. 

Dr. Cheryl  Cable BSc DDS MBA FRCD(C)
Dr. Cable is a board certified specialist in Prosthodontics and Maxillofacial Prosthodontics (Mayo Clinic 2001). 
She has been a past president of the Alberta Academy of Prosthodontists for five years as well as the president 
elect for the Alberta Society of Dental Specialists. She is a knowledge network leader for the Canadian Dental 
Association (CDA) and has published for scientific journals, magazines and for online forums. She has taught 
at the University of Alberta since 2001 in the areas of implant dentistry (DDS and post graduate), restorative 
dentistry (removable complete and partials), business applications and peer mentorship. Her research interests 
focus on functional rehabilitation of patients with knowledge translation impact on successful clinical, academic 
and outcome based environments. Dr. Cable maintains an active private practice at Empire Dental Associates 
focusing on functional rehabilitation of prosthodontic, maxillofacial prosthodontic and motor vehicle accident 
patients. She relies heavily on her MBA education to function as a mother of four (11 year old triplets and a 5 
year old systems upgrade), while maintaining an enjoyable clinical environment with her brother.

Attend DABC’s AGM on Friday and have a chance to win 
the cost of your Convention Education Package, DACNet 
subscription for a year and Perfecting Your Practice in 

Mississauga on November 1/2, 2018!



CONTINUING 
EDUCATIONTHURSDAY    SEPTEMBER 20, 2018

PROTEC: Are you ready to 
go Digital?
1:00 - 3:00pm with Neil Appelbaum

A true digital workflow begins with an intra oral scanner. Partial 
dentures have a digital workflow, what do you need to know? 
Where are we with digital dentures? What are the advantages 
of digital and will it save you money in the long run?

Neil  Appelbaum
Neil Appelbaum, CDT, Kois Recognized Specialist Neil Appelbaum is a 
seasoned dental technician with more than 30 years’ experience working 
in laboratories in South Africa and Canada.  He holds the distinction of 
being a “Kois Specialist”.  His passion for new technology has ensured 
that the laboratory is at the forefront of digital dentistry as he plays a 
key role in the development of laboratory software and processes for 
manufacturing and customer service.

He has worked closely with several specialists on innovative techniques 
for implant treatment planning and restorative solutions.  Neil has 
lectured on the digital workflow and scanner technologies, and on 
innovative new digital restorations.  Neil Appelbaum is a Managing 
Partner at Protec Dental Laboratories in Vancouver British Columbia. 

Modern Frameworks
3:15 - 5:15pm with Alex Tenzer
 
From planning and wax-up to digital design, the making 
of cast partial frameworks is a complex topic has lots of 
possibilities. This presentation will give you an overview of 
how cast partial frameworks are made, manual and digital, 
and different ways of finishing including PEEK and SLM with 
a focus on printed frameworks. You will see many samples 
of patient and show cases and combination cases including 
attachments. In addition, there will be troubleshooting as 
well as helpful information for your daily work.

Alex Tenzer
Mr. Alex Tenzer started his career in 1981 in Bremen, Germany. He comes 
with over 35 years of experience as a dental technician, with a superb 
German education and 27 years of working in the highly acclaimed dental 
industry in Germany. He specialises in cast partials and combination cases 
and has many years of experience with crowns and bridges and within 
the implant department. In addition, he has trained multiple new dental 
technicians throughout his years in the industry and taught laser welding 
to many other professionals. In 2008, he moved to Toronto with his wife 
and two daughters and works at Baluke Dental Studios as Supervisor in the 
cast partial department. He is also a speaker at different study clubs in the 
greater Toronto area.

 



CONTINUING 
EDUCATIONFRIDAY    SEPTEMBER 21, 2018

Troubleshooting Suction Dentures Q&A
8:15-10:15am with Erika Colebank, RD & Stephanie Yeats, RDT
Must be a certif ied SEMCD clinician or Technician.

This two-hour course will discuss SEMCD Lower Suction Denture trouble shooting. Erika Colebank, RD and Stephanie Yeats, 
RDT will discuss common issues faced with fabricating Lower Suction Dentures, Q&A, and they will be troubleshooting 
cases brought by participants with them to the course.

Erika Colebank
Erika Colebank has successfully owned and operated Beautiful Smiles Denture Clinic in Duncan, BC since 
2005. She sits on the College of Denturist of BC and is one of only three certified trainers of the Lower 
Suction Effective Mandibular Complete Denture (SEMCD) 
in North America. Erika learnt the SEMCD technique in 
Japan from the inverter Dr.Abe. Erika had been teaching the 
technique since February 2017. Erika is also BPS certified in 
the new SEMCD BPS technique. When Erika isn’t teaching or 
denturing you will find her riding her horse, making alcohol 
in the family distillery and spending time with her family. 

Stephanie Yeats , RDT
Stephanie graduated as a Registered Dental Technician 

in Cardiff, Wales 1993 and in BC in 2008. Since being in Canada her career has been focused on working 
exclusively with Denturists. Stephanie has studied under Dr Jiro Abe, Carl Fernwick, RDT, DD, Kenji Iwaki. 
RDT and Kyoko Kokubo RDT  on the Lower Suction technique (SEMCD). She has trained and certified many 
Denturists, Dentists and Dental Technicians on the technical aspects of SEMCD.

VITA - Alternative Treatment Options for Aging 
Acrylic Dentures
8:30-10:30am with Mark Chan, DD

In a world focused on digital technology, analogue concepts and techniques tend to be forgotten and/or cast aside, only 
to be resurrected to save the case! For many the concept of maintaining and providing solutions for the longevity of 
existing implant prosthetics does not come to mind. Millions of implant cases have been placed into function but what 
about needed repair and maintenance? This lecture will concentrate on re-care and re-processing of existing restorations 
using modern hybrid materials with specific protocols for consistent outcomes. Simplified processes, tools, and step-by-
step workflows will be reviewed on how to “refresh” and “revive” existing and aging restorations that will help bring them 
back to life and will provide a “lost” service that can be profitable. This lecture will also encompass methods for 360 case 

planning, from provisional to permanent restorations. (Course info, continued on next page.)

Complimentary Drinks and Appetizers Outside! 
Friday September 21, 4-6pm



CONTINUING 
EDUCATIONFRIDAY    SEPTEMBER 21, 2018

Ivoclar Vivadent - Digital Workflow Options 
for Digital Denture Excellence…Six patients, 
six workflows, options, options, options” 
1:45-3:45pm with Bill Barton

This lecture covers key components for the fabrication of a premium denture 
utilizing Ivoclar’s Digital Denture and Digital Denture Professional processes. 
It includes a comprehensive look at six clinical and laboratory innovative 
workflows as well as unique diagnostic instrumentation, equipment, and 
materials.
Attendees will gain a thorough understanding of the following: 

1. How Ivoclar Digital provides a fully laboratory-based system   
 approach to digital options for denture fabrication.
2. That precise clinical instrumentation and competencies ensure   
 digital denture success.
3. Unique innovative laboratory workflows for digital dentures to   
 include some analog options.
4. Advantages of fully monolithic milled teeth, specifically, for the   
 immediate denture and immediate same-day implant (All-on 4/6) 
 hybrid denture. 
5. Exclusive 3Shape Digital Denture software add-ons, Ivoclar Digital   
 Programill 5 & 7 milling units, and high-quality materials i.e. IvoBase  
 CAD, SR Vivodent CAD, and ProArt CAD Wax.   

Bil l  Bar ton
Bill Barton, MBA (MM), CDT, TE is the Associate 
Manager Digital Services for Ivoclar Vivadent, 
Inc.  Bill is a dental laboratory technician, 
manager and educator with over 35 years’ 
experience in the industry.  He served 25 years 
in the United States Air Force prior to joining the 
Ivoclar Vivadent Technical Services Department 
in 2009.  His extensive technical background 
includes experience in all phases of fixed and 
removable prosthodontics.  Bill’s role is to lead 
the Digital Services customer support team 
and training & education programs at Ivoclar’s 
International Centers for Dental Education, as 
well as perform in-depth product testing related 
to Ivoclar Digital processes.

Unexpected changes 
in Jaw Relationship, 
Erika Colebank, RD
Sept 21 1:45pm-4:00pm with 
Erika Colebank, RD
Must be a certif ied SEMCD 
clinician or Technician.

Why do we sometimes see centric 
relation changes after some of our 
patients wear their first SEMCD, and 
how can we predict when this will 
happen? Participants will understand 
what causes postured centric relation, 
how to analyze a pin tracing to predict 
an unstable jaw, and how to set teeth 
to avoid posturing overtime.

(Course info, continued from previous page)

Learning Objectives:
•  360 treatment planning for the life of the prosthesis.
•  Streamlined process flow for recreation of pink and white composites.
•  Requirements for long-term hygiene and maintenance of implant prosthetics.

•  Handling repairs and additions with new  

 hybrid materials. 

Mark Samuel Chan DD
Received his diploma from Denturism in Toronto 
at George Brown College with honours. Currently 
Mark is practicing in Ontario with a main focus on 
high-end removable and implant prosthetics. With 
a passion for both technical and clinical techniques 
he is certified in Bio-logic, BPS and SDC denture 
concepts and is a ZunstZhanWerk “Art of Denture” 
award winning Denturist, he is a sought after 
consultant and opinion leader in the  Denturist and 
Lab community. 



CONTINUING 
EDUCATIONSATURDAY    SEPTEMBER 22, 2018

DomX
8:15-9:45am with Dean Fenwick,
Specialized Office Systems

Nobel Biocare - A revolutionary treatment concept for 
the edentulous patient Trefoil™ system
8:30-10:30am with Kendall James
 
The Trefoil system is a breakthrough in efficiency, making fixed, definitive teeth on the day of surgery* a choice for many patients. Thanks 
to the pre-manufactured titanium bar with a unique fixation mechanism on just three implants, mandibular edentulism can be treated 
with reduced chair time and increased efficiency. Learn how this solution can be a bridge to a new patient population.

This course is intended for Denturists. The team approach is critical for this training. Success is dependent on the close collaboration 
between surgeon and technician. 

After this one-day course, the participant will…
Understand the concept of diagnostics and treatment options for advanced rehabilitation of the edentulous mandible.
Be familiar with scientific support material and clinical evidence.
Know the indications and limitations of treatment with the Trefoil system.
Be able to identify the steps in the restorative procedure.
Be familiar with clinical cases using the Trefoil system and know the benefits for the patient and the clinician.

Recommended course pre-work
In an effort to enhance your learning experience, we encourage attendees to select a potential case in advance for evaluation and discussion. 
Detailed treatment planning will be discussed during the lecture for those cases transferred in advance.  As well, bring your patients CBCT if you 
have one and we can look at it in the software to determine if it’s a good case. 

Kendall  James
Kendall James, DMD, CERTPROS, FRCD(C) completed his dental degree at the University of Sydney in 
Australia. His honours research was one of two projects to receive funding from the Australian Dental 
Research Foundation and was approved for publication. Kendall was actively involved in student politics 
and served on numerous professional committees subsequent to his graduation. Following a period of 
private practice in North Queensland, Kendall returned to North America to specialize in Prosthodontics 
at the University of Minnesota. Upon completion of his training, Kendall returned to Canada, practicing 
for two and a half years in Lethbridge, Alberta. His prosthodontic practice focused on surgical as well as 
restorative aspects of complex care, with extensive experience in all -on four implant restorations as well 
as complex oral rehabilitations. 

He ran a successful Seattle Study Club chapter in Alberta, and is looking forward to being involved with the VIP 
Study Club in Vancouver, also a Seattle Study Club affiliate. Kendall is a Board certified Prosthodontist and a 
Fellow of The Royal College of Dentists of Canada.
Kendall is a native of the lower mainland and is grateful to have the opportunity to practice on the North Shore. 

This course goes over less known but useful features in DOMx and 
ensures everyone has a full understanding of the recall features to ensure 
your business is thrives and all patients get the care they need.

TRADESHOW:  SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 9AM-1PM



CONTINUING 
EDUCATIONSATURDAY    SEPTEMBER 21, 2018

CDBC AGM & Complaint Process, Advertising Regulations 
and General Bylaw Information
1:00-4:00pm with Don Lebans

The College of Denturists of BC will be offering a free 2-hour CE workshop on the complaint process, advertising 
regulations and general bylaw information. There will be an opportunity to ask questions at the end of the session. The 
workshop will be facilitated by Don Lebans, legal counsel for the College of Denturists of BC. Please contact the College at 
604-515-0533 to register.
 

Don Lebans
Don Lebans is a partner at the law firm of Branch MacMaster in Vancouver. He was called to the bar in 1997. Since then, he has acted in numerous 
regulatory matters, class action law suits, and life insurance and health claims, appearing before the B.C. Supreme Court, the Court of Appeal, the Supreme 
Court of Canada, the Health Professions Review Board, and other administrative boards and tribunals. The focus of his practice is administrative law and 
he has represented a number of health colleges, assisting with representations to the government, scope of practice reviews, bylaw drafting, registration 
issues and professional disciplinary actions. Don has worked with the College of Denturists of BC for close to 10 years.

 

Another way of looking at lumps and bumps in the mouth
2:15-4:15pm with Dr. Ng, Oral Pathologist

Please join us for this interactive seminar designed to review oral lesions and dental therapeutics that oral care providers 
commonly encounter in a community practice. This seminar will reinforce the chair-side techniques for head & neck and 
intra-oral examinations.  Techniques for written and photo documentation of oral lesions will also be discussed.  The visual 
presentation and hands-on demonstrations of adjunctive evaluation tools will definitely make these topics interesting and 
educational.  Topics includes, common benign oral lesions, microbial infections, and oral pre-cancerous lesion.  Learning 
outcome in this interactive seminar:

Consolidate the clinical technique of performing an extra-oral and intra-oral soft tissue examination. Ability to diagnosis and 
treat non-odontogenic oral lesions commonly identified in a community setting. Recognize oral lesions/entities that should be 
‘red flag’, and discuss the proper initial management Discuss the BC brewed technology used oral (pre-) cancer detection.

Samson Ng
Samson Ng, BSc(Pharm), DMD, MSc, FRCD(C), FDSRCSEd, Dip. ABOM., Dip. ABOMP is a Canadian and 
American Board certified oral medicine specialist and oral & maxillofacial pathologist. He is currently 
appointed as clinical associate professor at the University of British Columbia, attending staff at the 
Department of Dentistry of the Vancouver General Hospital, attending staff in the Program of Oral 
Oncology/Dentistry in the BC Cancer Agency. Dr. Ng also operates a private practice which provides 
comprehensive oral medicine and pathology consultations, with a special interest in oral mucosal and 
temporomandibular joint diseases.



DABC 2018 CONFERENCE AGENDA: September 20-22, 2018

Wednesday September 19th
3:00pm to 7:00pm Registration

Thursday, September 20th
6:30 am to 9:00 am Breakfast Buffet - Restaurant
8:30 am to 12:00 pm  WHMIS
   Pat Evangalisto

9:00 am to 12:00 pm  CPR/AEC Level C Certification and Recertification
   Life Preservers First Aid
9:30 am to 11:30 am Dentsply Sirona - Prosthetically Driven Treatment
   Dr. Cheryl Cable

12:00 pm to 1:30 pm  Lunch Buffet - Restaurant
1:00 pm to 3:00 pm  Protec - Are you Ready to go Digital?
   Neil Applebaum

1:15 pm to 2:30 pm  CPR/AEC Level C Certification and Recertification - continued for certification
   Life Preservers First Aid
3:15 pm to 5:15 pm Modern Frameworks
   Alex Tenzer

7:00 pm to 12:00 am Henry Schein 80s night

Friday September 21st
6:30 am to 9:00 am Breakfast Buffet - Restaurant
8:15 am to 10:15 am  Troubleshooting Suction Dentures Q&A
   Erika Colebank & Stephanie Yeats

8:30 am to 10:30 am VITA - Alternative Treatment Options for Aging Acrylic Dentures
   Mark Chan

10:45 am to 1:30 pm DABC AGM with buffet lunch
1:45 pm to 3:45 pm  Ivoclar Vivadent - Digital Workflow Options for Digital Denture Excellence... Six Patients,   
   Six Workflows, Options, Options, Options.
   Bill Barton

1:45 pm to 4:00 pm  Unexpected Changes in Jaw Relationship
   Erika Colebank

4:00 pm to 6:00 pm  Complimentary Drinks and Appetizers Mixer

Saturday September 22nd
8:15 am to 9:45 am DomX
   Dean Fenwick

8:30 am to 10:30 am Nobel Biocare - A Revolutionary Treatment Concept for the Edentulous Patient Trefoil System
   Kendall James

9:00 am to 1:00 pm  Trade Show and Buffet Brunch
10:00 am to 12:00 pm  CDBC Board Meeting
1:00 pm to 4:00 pm FREE CDBC AGM and Complaint Process, Advertising Regulations and General Bylaw Information
   CONTACT THE COLLEGE TO REGISTER FOR THIS COURSE. Don Lebans

2:15 pm to 4:15 pm Another Way of Looking at Lumps and Bumps in the Mouth
   Dr. Ng, Oral Pathologist 



Please fill out one form per registrant:

Name:

Address:

Phone #:

Email:

Clinic Name:

Please Note: Member pricing is for all members, spouse/significant other and staff

CONTINUING EDUCATION PACKAGE
(Choice of CE courses, tradeshow, and breakfast/lunch for all three days)
 Before Aug 31/18 After Aug 31/18   Subtotal

DABC Member $395.00 $495.00

Non Member $595.00 $695.00

Student $99.00 $99.00

CONTINUING EDUCATION A LA CARTE
(Price per course. List course selection on next page)
 Before Aug 31/18 After Aug 31/18 #of courses Subtotal

DABC Member $150.00 $200.00

Non Member $200.00 $250.00

Student:  $50.00 $50.00

Saturday Trade Show
(Includes Entrance into trade show and brunch)
       Subtotal

DABC Member $50.00

Non Member $75.00

       Total

Registration is nonrefundable after August 31, 2018
Please mail registration forms and cheque to:

DABC 
PO Box 23069
Prince George, BC
V2N 6Z2
Tel: 604.886.1705

DABC 2018 CONVENTION REGISTRATION
September 20-22, 2018

Registration costs increase after August 31, 2018
Disclaimer: Courses are subject to change. 

Please note that CE credits will not be given to those who have taken duplicate courses within the last three years. 



DABC 2018 CONVENTION  REGISTRATION COURSE SELECTION FORM 
“Please note that CE Credits will not be given to those who have taken duplicate courses within the last 3 years.

Disclaimer:  Courses are subject to change.”

Please put an X beside your course selections

 

THURSDAY MORNING         

8:30 am - 12:00 pm  WHMIS 2015       M

9:00 am -  3:00 pm  CPR/AED Level C Certification/Recertification (Recertification ends at 12:00 pm) M  

9:30 am - 11:30 am  “Dentsply Sirona - Prosthetically Driven Treatment: How to work in a positive M
  multidisciplinary environment to obtain excellence in patient care”     
  

THURSDAY AFTERNOON         

1:00 pm - 3:00 pm   Protec - Are you ready to go digital?      M  

3:15 pm - 5:15  Modern Frameworks       M  
           
  

FRIDAY MORNING         

8:15 am - 10:15 am  “Troubleshooting Suction Dentures  Q&A “
	 	 (Must	be	a	certified	SEMCD	clinician	or	Technician	to	attend)	 	 	 	 M 

8:30 am - 10:30 am   VITA - Alternative Treatment Options for Aging Acrylic Dentures   M  
           
   

FRIDAY AFTERNOON         

1:45 pm - 3:45 pm  Ivoclar Vivadent - Digital Workflow Options for Digital Denture Excellence… 
  Six patients, six workflows, options, options, options    M  

1:45 pm - 4:00 pm  “Unexpected changes in Jaw Relationship”      M 
  (Must	be	a	certified	SEMCD	clinician	or	Technician	to	attend)      
      
   

SATURDAY MORNING          
8:15 am - 9:45 am  DomX       M  

8:30 am - 10:30 am   Nobel Biocare - A revolutionary treatment concept for the edentulous 
  patient Trefoil™ system       M  

9:00 am - 1:00 pm  Trade Show       M  
           
   

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm  CDBC AGM & Complaint Process, Advertising Regulations and 
  General Bylaw Information - register with CDBC (free course)   M  

2:15 pm - 4:15 pm  Another way of looking at lumps and bumps in the mouth    M  
 
           


